Label Power redefines label and tag printing with
Colordyne CDT-1600 C colour digital printer
Label Power, Australia’s leading label manufacturer and supplier of associated equipment expands its line of high
speed colour label printers with the addition of the CDT-1600 C, from Colordyne Technologies.

The CDT-1600 C is the fastest colour digital label printer in its class” says James Malone from Label Power. Powered by Memjet technologies, it can
print up to 304.8mm/second, up to 1600x1600 dpi, and labels that are 50.8 to 215.9mm wide.
The CDT-1600 C is designed for in-house label production, private labelling, and is capable to meet industrial label demands. With this printer, users
can instantly print labels and tags at a very attractive cost per label.
The CDT-1600 C prints fan-folded or roll labels. This printer gives users the flexibility to print variable data and barcoding, and change their label
design whenever they need. Also, with the ability to print on-demand, users can eliminate their label inventories.
Malone explains that the CDT-1600 C is the answer to all of those companies that have been spending their time looking for the right printer - in terms
of price, quality and speed - to upgrade their label printing capabilities.
Thanks to its amazing print speed, the CDT-1600 C is able to print more high quality labels in less time. This becomes a critical factor for companies
that want to sell more of their product and/or want to serve new markets, but find it difficult due to their limited printing capabilities. The CDT 1600-C is
here to meet this need says Malone.
Colordyne CDT 1600-C is now available at Label Power. For more information about this product visithttp://www.labelpower.com.au or contact our
consultants at (07) 3710 7000.
About Label Power Label Power was established in 1996 with head office and manufacturing facility located in Brisbane, Queensland. We are the
industry leaders in VIP (Variable Information Printing) systems which enable clients to print variable information labels and tags on demand.
Label Power supply full colour industrial digital label printing and converting systems including the popular reel to reel Primera CX1200 digital press
and FX1200 digital diecutter.
Other products supplied are Colour Inkjet Label Printers, Label Dispensers, Label Rewinders and Label Applicators. For label design and print Label
Power are distributors of a full range of labelling software including Bartender, Labelview and Nice Label.
An extensive trade label manufacturing plant coupled with over 17 years experience in the implementation of the best labelling systems, Barcode
scanners and Software make Label Power the right partner to help you implement all your product identification and tracking needs.
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